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ABSTRACl

A bottom mounted electromagnetic current meter measures the
vertical ly- avcraged conducti vi ty-weighted ve loci ty. This measure-
ment complements free-fall relative velocity profiles and is valuable
for transport determination and dynamics studies. Such an instrument
has been designed to measure the three components of the electric
field, E J E J and E. Salt bridges used with switched electrodes
permit tfle ihduced e1ectromotive forces to be measured with only a
short baseline; eight foot arms are planned. The first part of this
report covers the theory behind the bottom mounted electric field
meter. The second part discusses the design of the instrument as
well as a brief description of the prototype bottom mounted elec-
tric field meter.
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INTRODUCTION

The problem, simply stated, is to design an instrument tobe placed

on the bottom of the ocean that ",iii measure the true horizontal and

vertical current velocity vectors by electromagnetic techniques. To

accomplish this it is desired to measure the three components of the

electric fie ld E , E , and E that are generated by oceanic currents.x y iò
An additional measurement, also desired, is the local current velocity

in the vicinity of the instrument. A bottom mounted electric field

meter is important because of its ability to obtain mass transport

information. There is, at present, no simp le means of obtaining this

data.

The design target was for the instrument to be deployed as its

own mooring or interchangeably on a conventional buoy mooring. It

was to remain on station, self sufficient, for at least one week in

the early stages of development and ultimately, in excess of one month.

The first section of this report wiii cover the basic theory be-

hind the bottom mounted electric field meter. Parts of this section

have been taken from "Short Arm Electric Field Measurements of Ocean

Currents," Wi lliars et al (1972), of which the writer is one of the

co-authors. The second section will discuss the designed instrument

and contain a brief description of the prototype bottom mowited elec-

tric field meter.
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A. TlIEORY BEIIND TIlE BOTTO~l MOUNTED ELECTRIC FIELD METER

I. General Principles

Let us s tart with a simp le example. In Figure 1 let ab be a

mov.:blc conductor of lcngth L. Assume a uniform m.:gnetic field of

induction B extending in the positive l-direction. Now let the con-

-+
ductor be moved at a velocity V in the positive Y-direction. Ac-

cording to Ampere i sLaw, the free charge q in the wire will experi-

ence a force F in the plus X-direction such that

F = qVB (1)

From the definition of electric intensity
- -+,

FE = - (2)
q

We can then obtain the motional electric field in the X-direction

-+
E = VB (3)

Since this motional field exists' only in the moving conductor

.
ab of length L, we have for the emf around the circuit

-+ -+
emf = øE. ds = V LB (4)

J'j

The above simple case may now be generalized for the case-+ -+-+
where V is the velocity of any element ds of a circuit and V,

-+ . -+ds, and B are not necessari ly mutually perpendicular. In general

thcn, we have that

-+ -+-)-
E = VXB (5)
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Figure 1. Motional emf

and the e lectromoti ve force (emf) is defined by
-r -r -r

emf = ØVXB.ds (6)
In the case of the moving conductor, just described, the induced

emf in the conductor would cause a current I to flow such that

emf = IR (7)
where R is the resistanca of the conductor. For a continuous 

medium

-)- -)-E = J /0 (8)
where J-r is the current density within the medium and 0 is the elec-

trical conductivity of the materiaL. The above relation is by 

,no

means universally valid, and the range of current densities over

which it holds is called the linear range of the particular materiaL. 1

In general then, for the case of continuous media it is assumed that

-rthere is an electric current density such that J /0 around any closed
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circuit just equals the circulation of the induced emf. From

equation 6 we then have that

~(VXß - j/o) .d; = 0, (9)

and it then follows that

CPp) = ¡p (VXßo
-+

J /0) . ds (10)

where ~ is an electrical potential defined at each point p in

space and

-)- -)- -+'i~ = VXB J/o (ll)

where 'i is the vector differential operator.

II. Physical Principles

Sea water is an electrolyte of high conductivity because of

the abundance of "highly dissociated salts. The motion of this

electrolyte through the earth's magnetic field produces electro-

magnetic effects simi lar to a mqving solid conductor. In general,.. .
-+

an electrolyte moving with a velocity V will interact with a magnetic

field at rest, with an intensity B, to produce an electric field of

-+
intensity E, fully determined by the vector cross product

E = VXB (12)

From this equation one can see that a knowledge of the velocity

and the magnetic field uniquely determine the electric field. In

the oceanographic sense the ve loci ty is the unknown that is desired,.
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therefore, if one can measure the electric field, and obtain the

~agnetic field from published data, the velocity can be obtained.

Assume no," a uniform stream of sea water moving at a constant

-~

velocity V in an infinitely long trough of rectangular cross section

and ~idth L (see Figure 2). The magnetic field is assumed to be

perpendicular to the flow in the positive t:-direction. The walls of

the channe 1 in this example are assumed to' replace the external

path in Figure 1. Assume also that there are two potentiometers,

one stationary and one moving with the fluid. In the following

/

.l L ~

Figure 2. Uniform stream of sea water
in an infini tly long trough

analysis the walls of the trough will be assumed to be first a

perfect insulator (case 1), and second a perfect conductor (case 2).

In the first case the stationary potentiometer will measure the

potcntial differcnce of VBL sincc no electric current flows. 'The

potentiometer moving with the current will measure zero because elec-

trostatic charges balance out the motional electric field. In'the
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(
second case the stationary potentiometer will measure zero because. . .
a current will flow in the walls of the trough reducing the potential

between them to zero. The voltage produced by this current is meas-

ured by the moving potentiometer and is equal to -VBL.

If we now assume a horizontal ocean current of rectangular cross

section extending uniformly to the ocean bottom, and of width L,

flowing with a constant velocity V perpendicular to the earth's mag-

netic fie ld ß , it would produce effects simi lar to those associated

wi th t~e previous ly mentioned conducting trough containing sea water
-+

moving at a constant velocity V. As the current flowed it would

generate a constant emf proportional to VBL. The circuit would be

closed through the rest of the water which is not in moti.on, and the

bottom sediments. A circuit analogy for this flow is pictured in

Figure 3. The emf and 'the segment of moving water have been replaced

.by a voltage source EM and a resistance RV the return circuit of

motionless water and bottom sediments by resistances RB and ~

respecti ve ly.

RL

RH RH

Ra

Figure 3. Circuit analogy for a uniform
ocean moving in a magnetic fie ld
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In general. however. the flow in the ocean does not extend to

the bottom uniformly. It is structured with the maximum current

velocities more or less confined to the upper layers and the return

circuit consists not only of the bottom sediments but also the

fairly large section of semi-motionless sea water beneath the flow.

Tne ci rcui t llialogy for this general case is pictured in Figure 4.

The single voltage source EM and resistors' RL and ~ have been re-

p laced with arrays of N batteries and resistors.

RL1

RL2

RLj
VV

RLN

RB
Figure 4. Circuit

oce an moving

RH1 H/N

RH2

9 a
a
I

a
a

RHN

analogy for a stratified
in a magnetic field

The above circuit may be simplified if the total vertical re-

sistance of the water colum RH is much less than the total horizontal

resistance of the water column RL. The resistance RL is approximately

RL :: pwL/H (13)

where Pw is the resistivity of the sea water. The resistance ~ is
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( approxima,te ly
I.

1)-1
= P H/Lw

the rc fore

Ri /R-
= (H/L)2

(14)

(15)

For a current like the Gulf Stream with an approximate width of .

50 ki lometers in a water depth of 5 kilometers, the above ratio is

RH

(Skm) 2 =SOkm
1

100 (16)
RL

T~erefore, ~ may be neglected for most work in large scale ocean

currents.

The effect of the resistivity of the bottom can be better under-

stood if we again consider an ideali zed ocean current of width L

~
flowing with a constant velocity V extending uniformly to the ocean

bottom. Let the depth of the water be designated as H, and the

resistivity of the water and ocean bottom be Pw and Pb respectively;

and assumed wliform. The resistance of the sea water can be approxi-

mated by

RL :: pwL/H (17)

It is further assumed that the electric. current extends down into the

sea floor to a distance approximate ly equal to the stream width L.2

Therefore, the bottom resistance is

RB ~ PbL/L = Pb (18)
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The equivalent circuit for this case is pictured in Figure 5.

RL= Pw L/H E'm=VBL

A B
_-. "-'-'

Rs = Ps

Figure 5. Circuit analogy for a uniform ocean
moving in a magnetic field neglecti,ng I\

Since the current I in. the ci rcui t is

I = EM/(RL + RB) (19)

the potential difference between points A and B is then

EM

~ A - ~B = rRB = l+R /R
L B

(20)

or in terms of the physical parameters equation 20 becomes

~ _ ~ = VB L
A B l+pw/Pb (L/H) (21)

From equation 21 we can then see that the resistivity effects

the measured potential by the ratio pw/pb, This ratio can vary be-

tween unity and 2.5 X 10-5 3 For a current such as the Gulf Stream.

L/H is approximate ly 10. Thus, the potenti al gradient can vary great ly

depending on the extent of the flow, depth of the water, and the
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resistivity of the botto!: sedir:cnts. But, for the Jeep ocean. par- ,

ticu1arly in the area of narrow currents, the effect of the sea floor

can be ignored.

'!11C cffect of the \'~rtical vari::tions of the velocity structure

must also be taken into considcr::tion. Since the velocity profile

in the ocean vanes cont inuous 1y \\Í th depth (see Figure 6), N should

approach infinity. The strength of thè individual batteries EM.
i

wi! i now be V. BL where V. is the flOlo¡ at the i th leve i.i i As-

suring that the sea water conductivity is constant with depth, each

RL1 - ---
RL2 H/N-- --

0
RLj

0
0

G
0

A~ 'V 98
, 0 0
0

RLN
0

~-,_'~-l ~

RB

Figure 6. Circuit analogy for a stratified ocean
moving in a magnetic field neglecti?g ~

resistor RL. will have a resistance of pwLN/H as N approaches infinity.
i

Since ~ A - ~B is the potenti al di fference between points A and B, the

current flowing in each leve 1 I. wi 1 1 be given byi

I. =i
((~A-~B) - ViBL)H

p LN
w

(22)
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The total current I in the N leve Is is then

1 1 HI = PT i~N ((aiA-CPB) - ViBL)i:
w

(23)

or going to a continuous function of depth,

H BL 0
I = p- ((~A-aiB) - 1i £H V(~)d~)

w
(24)

H
I = -- ((CPA -~B) - VBL)

Pw (25)

where V is the vertically averaged velocity and is equal to

- i 0V = H £H V ( ~) d~ (26)

The circuit analogy in Figure 6 can now be simplified to that

shown in Figure 7. Therefore, the current I is

RL

--

Rs
Figure 7. Equivalent circuit ocean current in ~igure 6
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(
I =

~1

RL + RB
. (27)

and the potential difference between pointa A and B is then

(9 -9 ) = IR =A B B 1 + RL/RB
~\l

(28)

For occan currents where the flow is confincd to the near surface

watcrs, thc voltagc sourccs, as depictcd in Figurc 6, in the lower

laycrs of thc watcr colum i wi 11 bc of zcro order.

III. Actual Electric Field Measurements

Figure 8 shows a ship moving with velocity -V with respect tos

the water and towing a GEK.
-+
V is t~e velocity of the water with

respect to the earth at the level of the instrument.

o.
\vR

CO

TOWING SHIP( ~
~::

Ys .

~ "" "- - -- - ~

:: .:
VS+V

Figure 8. Towed electric field meter

The distance OR can either be an intere lectrode distance as in

earlier GEK's or the length of a salt bridgei in later inodels. The
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absolute velocity of the segment OR, in the absence of sideways

disturbances, is

+ -)- +
V- = V + VOR s (29)

The potential measured between the two points 0 and R will con-

sist of two terms; the potential in the sea water V~.OR, and the

voltage induced in OR by virtue of its motion through the magnetic+ + +-
field of the earth ((V +V) X F) .OR such that

s

(Voltage) d = (V~ - (V +'1) X FJ .ORmeasure s (30)

If (V X F) is assumed to be perpendicular to OR there will be nos

contribution from this term. Therefore

(Voltage) measured
+ +-

= (V ~ - V X F). OR (31)

This equation simp ly shows that the measured voltage is inde-

pendent of the towing velocity of the ship as long as there are no

horizontal excursions in OR and dependent on the potential in the

sea water and its ve locity. In ~erms of the measured electric fie~d

this becomes

+ + +E = V~ - V X Fmeasured (32)

+
Values of F, the earth's magneti~ field, are readily available

+
from the literature and if the components of V~ were known, V could

be found by measuring the potential difference between 0 and R on

two different ship headings and transforming these vectors to determine

+
V, the horizontal current velocity vector. However V~, the gradient
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..

of electrostatic potential in the sea, is not initially known and 50

the measured voltage, and hence the desired current cannot be cal-

culated.

From the earliest GEK operations it became necessary to cope

with the lack of knowledge about the value of the potential gradient,

n~, in the sea in order to calculate current velocities. Thus, it

became expedient to define a "K" factor which is simply the ratio of

the desired or expected signal (V X F) to the actual signal measured

((V X F) _ n~). 4

K = IVx'Fl_
i(v xF) - n~i

(33)

Since n~ roughly depends on the ratio of the sea water to bottom

resisti vities, the width of the current and the depth of the water.

the K factor for a particular area of the sea was either estimated

from a know ledge of these factors or calculated from the ratio of

water speeds observed by other current measuring devices~ Yon Arx

(1950) has estimated that the average value of K for the open sea is

1.04, where as on the continental shelf it averages leS5 than 2.0,. '. "
5and in shoal water it may range from 1.5 to 15.0. Once a K factor

had been decided upon for a particular set of data, the signal .

received and hence the calculated velocity w'as then scaled up by a

factor of K to give its "true" value.

Recent ly, Sanford (1971) has analytically solved for the quasi-

static electric field in the sea for an idealized model of'the ocean

and earth. His analysis shows that in an ocean current which is

broad compared with the ocean's depth, the potential gradient is
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independent of depth and a function of VH, the vertically-averaged

horizontal velocity in the entire watercolur. The horizontal corn-

ponents of the potential gradient in the sea are given by

dÇi _ *
F V

ax ~ y

~= *
F V

ay ~ x

(34)

(35)

-*where V is the vertically-averaged conducti vi ty weighted ve locity

gi ven by

Then, recalling that

Emeasured = Vep - V X F (373

i t follows that the horizontal components of E measured are

*
E
me as ure d

x = - F (V V ) (38)b Y y

-*
E Y = F (V - V ) (39)me as ure d 2i X Y

These expressions state that if the x and y components of the

measured electric field are found the horizontal components of

the absolute water velo'city Vx and Vy' at any given level, can be
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* -*

calculated if Vx and Vy' the conductivity w~ighted vertically averaged

components of horizontal velocity, are known.

Since the K factor previous ly defined by von Arx is an empirically

determined aid to the interpretation of data obtained by GEK methods,

Sanford reconuends that the use of the K factor be discontinued and

that the GEK data".. .should be interpreted as the vector difference

between the surface and the vertically averaged velocities. ,,6
* *

And, V and V can be measured. Consider a bottom mountedx y
electric field meter and assume for simplicity that the local current

velocity is zero. Then since

v = 0x
-, ,

V = 0
y

(40)

(41)

the components of electric field measured by such an instrument would

be

-*
E = F Vmeasured x ¡; y

-*
E = F Vmeasured y . ~ x

( 42).

(43)

The local current velocity in the above mentioned case has been

assumed to be zero but in general this is not always valid, therefore~

a measurement of the local current velocity is desired. This measure-

ment can be obtained 'by electro-magnetic means.

d cp _

-a - F¡;Vy - Jx/cr (44)

Between any two points in an undisturbed field
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J 10 = F (V - V )x ~ y y (45)

with the introduction of a measuring instrument equation 45 is

generally more comp lex due to the interference caused by the measur-

ing instrument. Therefore,

J 10 = F ( o.V - ß V )x = y y (46)

where ex and ß are constants that can be obtained from the geometry

of the problem. Substitution of equation 46 into equation 45 then

yie lei

acp _ ( )
ax - F ~ Vy - F ~ o.Vy - ßVy (47)

or
acp _ -
..x - -F (yV - ßV )o ~ y y (48)

where y = 0.-1

If the measuring instrument is an insulating cylinder" it can

easily bé shown that ex = 2 and y = 1 if the voltage is measured on

the skin of the instrument.

Therefore, I '

a cp _
F Vax - = y

acp _ F (V - 2V )ax - ~ y y

at infinity (49)

on instrument (50)
skin

~ = F (yVax ~ y ßV) in general
y (51)

Then, with the additional measurement of acp/a~ and if the measuring

instrument aligns itself with the local velocity, V and V , thex y.
local ve loci ty, can be obtained.
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(
B. PREVIOUS EFFORTS IN ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Michael Faraday, in 1832, predicted the presence of induced

electric fields in sea water. Fa!aday later attempted to detect the

induced electric currents created by the flow of the Thames River, but

his attempt failed. The chemical potentials, due to a metal-electrode

j unction between the copper electrodes and the river water, masked

his predicted results.

Electromagnetic effects were later observed on long lengths

of broken telegraph cable after the middle of the 19th century.

Young, Gerrard and Javons (1920) measured voltages induced by tidal

motions in Dartmouth Harbor by means of drifting and moored non-

polarizing electrodes but their results were not utilized until 1946

, 7in oceanographic research because of instrumentation prob,lems. Von

Arx (1950) developed a surface-towed Geomagnetic Electro-Kinetograph

and applied the electromagnetic method to observations in shoal water~

including both observations while underway and at a fixed station.

Further measurements using submarine cables have been made by Stommel

(1954) and .Runcorn (1964).

Recently Drever and Sanford (1970) have developed a free-fall

GEK which is capable of rapidly measuring the variations of hori-

zontal velocity as a function of depth with a precision better than

i em/sec. The essential difference between this instr~~ent and the

surface towed GEK is that the former is used at the sea surface to

study the horizontal structure of an ocean current while the free-fall

instrument is used to study the vertical structure. The main objective

for developing the free-fall instrument was to determine if it was
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feasible to measure the weak motionally induced electric fields in

the ocean currents. Results have shown that it was not only prac-

tical but very useful oceanographically to make these measurements.

Williams et al (1971) have developed a new type of towed surface

GEK which is the first prototype of a bottom mounted GEK. In previous

electromagnetic current meters a serious prob lem has been the deter-

mination of the offset potential of the erectrodes in the sea water.

Williams has solved this problem by a unique valve switching mechanism

between the ends of the salt bridge and the electrodes.

Theoretical studies, necessary for interpreting the measurements

in terms of water movements, have been made by Stornel (1948) and

Longuet-Higgins (1949). Malkus and Stern (1952) have pr~ved some

important integral theorems. Most recently Sanford (1971) has extended

the theory of Longuet-Higgins et al (1954) to three-dimensional tirne-

dependent currents in a laterally unbounded ocean of nonuniform depth.

To include mutual induction between the ocean and the mantel, an

ideali4ed model of the earth's electric conductivity was used by

Sanford.
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( C. BOTTOM MOUNTED ELECTRIC FIELD r-1ETER (PROTOTYPE)

A towed surface instrument which was the first prototype for the

bottom mounted electric field meter was constructed and tested during

the swiuner of 1971 (Wiiiiams et al 1971). A salt bridge used in

co~junction with a valve switching arrangement permitted the induced

electromotive force and the electrode offset potential to be easily

determined. Extensive laboratory tests and several field experiments

proved the reliability and effectiveness of the design. Field tests

,included towing the instrument at the ocean surface as well as bottom

deployment in shallow water.

A schematic diagram of the valve switching arrangement is de-

picted in Figure 9. A solenoid operated water switch, 1; which is

normally closed separates the electrodes. Switch 2 is normally open.

In this "normal" configuration the potential is measured between

-
I

I

: I

I

I

I

I

I

i

IL_

" ELECTRODES-
- - - i

A

e B

A

VALVES
Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the valve switching

arrangement - prototype
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points A (near the unit) and point B (at the far end of thei salt

bridge). When switch 1 is opened and switch 2 is closed the elec-

tròdes then see a sea water short ci rcui t and thus the electrode off-

set potential is measured. In the electrode manifold the electrodes

have been placed in close proximity to each other in order to minimize

the temperature and salinity differences between them.

The salt bridge for the electrodes consists of sea water-filled

tygon tubes. Modular lengths were used to allow damaged pieces to

be replaced easily and variable lengths to be deployed. The salt

bridge has low impedance through the sea water path along its length

and very high impedance across the walls of the tygon tubes and at the

electrodes therefore there is little voltage drop along its extent.

The induced EMF measured by the electrodes is amplified within the

instrument before it is transmitted by cable for recording and eval-

uation aboard the support vessel.

A serious problem that was encountered with the prototype instru-

ment was the existence of ground loops: when an electrical path was

preseint through the electrodes to ground and back to the electrodes. .
through a sea water path, a significant electrical current passed

"

r:

through the electrodes 'and caused considerable drift in the electrode

potential. In order to avoid all possibility of ground loops and to

permit total portable support all power supplies were replaced by

batteries.

Numerous field tests were held to check out the prototype in the

towed configuration as we lIas bottom dep loyments. The valve switching

worked perfect ly on all deployments. Of specific interest to this
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(
rcport arc the bottom deployments especially the one conducted at

Gate of Canso at Woods Hole, Massachusetts. This test site was

selected be~ause of its accessibility and high currents (see Figure

10) . The GEK was anchored on the bottom in approximate ly 15 feet of

water, and a 30 meter salt bridge was stretched across the channel

41.
31'

30'

. .
"

.. ';
..~., "

..
..'f Q

.1.. '''''''.
70.40' 40' 30'

Figure 10. Bottom deployment site - prototype

under a region of significant current flow. The average signal

strength, at the test site, varied between 100 and ZOO microvolts.

*
The conversion of this raw data, V XB, in microvolts, to current, in

knots, yielded an average flow of .26 to .52 knots. This flow did
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not agree with the expected flow: it was anticipated that a much

higher flow would be observed. An independent measurement of current

in the area indicated surface currents in excess of 4 knots at times.

A complete analysis of the electrical currents flowing in the

Gate of Canso depends on the exact velocity distribution, bottom

conducti vi ty anù 'bathymet ry. It is not intended here to do such an

analysis but rather to derive an approximate conversion from measured

voitag~ to velocity through the gate. This will be done so that the

reader may observe the procedure that one must use at times to convert

raw data to a usuable form. To simplify the calculation two models

wi 11 be used; the first to express the geometry in the simplest way

and the second to simp lify the fie ld calculation.

The simplest parameters which can be assumed for the Gate of

Canso are the width of the channel, the depth of the water, and the

average velocity of the water. Therefore, let us represent the Gate

as a rectangular channe 1 of infinite length, width L, and depth H.

Let the channel be filled with water of resistivity p moving ~t a
w

uniform velocity V normal to a v~rtical magnetic field B. The bot~

tom has a uniform resistivity PB and is presumed to extend to

infini ty (see Figure 11).

We wish to find the voltage between the lower corners as a

function of the velocity. In the idealization of the Gate that has

been assumed, there is a distribution of potential along the sides

and bottom of the channel which arises from the geomagnetic electro-

kinetic field and from the electric current distribution in the

sediment and the water. A great simplification can be made by
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(

ts ~ .: tV
H

lPw
Ps

.: L ~

Figure 11. Gate of Canso - geometry approximation

assuming the side walls of the channel are conducti,ng cylinders half

inuersed in the sediment, and the water in the channel is replaced
~ ~~'

by an emf, E = VXB in series with a resistance R = p L/H per unitw w
length. This model is easy to solve and is an approximation to the

first model if the dimensions are chosen suitably. A schematic con-

figuration of a unit length of tpis second model is shown in Figure 12.

To scale the second model to the first, the inuersed circumference

of th~ cylinders is made equal to the depth of the chanel plus 'a

portion of the bottom width, 1/4L. Thus j ro = (H+L/4)n. It can be

noted that the resistance through the sediment between C and D is
.

just twi te what it would be between two full cylinders of radius r
o

separated by L in a full space of sediment with resistivity P..'

The full cylinders in a full space of sediment are symmetric and

the resistance per unit length between them can be calculated.
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R =p L/Hw w
-: :: ::,
E=Vx B

L

I

I

~:
Ps

Figure 12. Gate of Canso - field calculation approximation

Assuming that L::::ro

Rfull space ~ 2PB frL 1/21Trdr
o (52)

then,

PR- = 2R ~ 2(-. LN(L/r ))P8 full space . 1T a (53)

and finally

2PB
RB = -; Ln ( 1T L/ (H + L/ 4) ) (54)

Then, the voltage across the channel will be

EM = ERB/CRB+Rw) (55)

At the Gate of Canso L = 30 meters, H = 5 meters, and PB ~

Therefore

4p .
w
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( ~ = 1 . 3p B = 5.2p
w

R = 6.0p
w w

E~1 = .46E

(56)

(57)

(58)

Hence, 1/2 of our voltage drop occurs in the sediment. This

value can then be included in the expression for measured voltage as

a K factor such that

*
(K)Emeasured = V XB, where K = 2 (59)

Assuming a 100 microvolt signal, it follows that

E = 100 x 10-6volts/30 meters (60)
/

E = 3.33 x 10-6volts/meter (61)

and

v* = (2) (3. 33xlO-6volts/meter)
. 5xlO - ~webers /meter

(62)

V* '\ .26 knots . (63).

As stated previous ly the current near the surface, measured

independent ly was in excess of 4 knots at times. The vertically

averaged current at the Gate of Canso is on the order of 1/4 to 1/2

knot. Th.is difference can be explained if; (A) the assumptions in the

above mentioned analysis are in error, or (B) the average flow through

the Gate is, indeed, between 1/4 and 1/2 knot and our original as-

sumptions concerning this flow are in error.
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( D. OVE~LL DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGNED BOTTOM MOUNTED ELECTRIC FIELD
METE R

The general external configuration of the bottom motmted electric

field meter is shown in Figure 13; l~e main housing for the instrument

is a 20 5/8 inch diameter cylinder approximately 8 feet in length.

This external skin is constructed out of 1/4' inch thick, medium den-

sity, polyethylene. This is the same type, of outer skin that Drever

and Sanford (1971) used on their free-fall electric field meter. The

purpose of this cylinder is not 'for strength but rather for protec-

tion against unwanted se If induced fields generated by metalic sub-

stances within the shell. The bottom of the outer covering is open

to the sea water~ but the top is sealed as well as possible so that

a long range dipole fie Id is not set up. The outer she 11 is divided

into two halves to facilitate assembly. This break in the skin is

sealed with a 19 1/4 inch diameter latex band. This band also releases

entrained air in the instrument as it sinks below the surface. Holes

are provided in the upper half of the skin covered by the latex band

for the release of this air.

There are four separate measurements made of the electric field

by the instrument. Measurements of the electric field are made in

the x. y, and i. directions by the series of horizontal arms near the

top of the instrument. The arms in the x-y plane are constructed

from PVC Type I I, Schedule 80, pipe. They have an inside diameter of

2 inches. The length of each of these salt bridges will be approxi-

mately 12 feet, but they can be adjusted in length by inserting tubes

of differing length. Type II PVC is a high impact plastic and was
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To floatation

-"Swi vel

Î
51

-81- r

. ~31

81 o
-Outer shell

2011 ~

..

AMF~
Release

~ Acoustic Projector

..Swivel

To anchor

Figure 13. External configuration of the bottom
mounted electric field meter

~
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chosen in order that it might inhibit breakage and absorb energy

,
during possible collisions with the support ship. If the arms do

break, they can be easily and inexpensively replaced. The vertical

salt bridge will be approximately 6 feet in length but, like the hori-

zontal arms, it can be adjusted to any desirable length. This salt

bridge wi 11 bø construGted out of semi=flexible tygon tubing and will

be lashed to the mooring line.

The fourth electric field measurement will be made on the skin

of the cylindrical shell midway along its length. This salt bridge

wi 11 run along the internal wall of the housing and be fabricated

from 1 inch tygon tubing. This measurement allows the local water

velocity to be computed. A compass will be mounted inte~ally to

monitor the instrument's orientation with north. Ptessure will also

be monitored.

A re-cockable AMF release and an acoustic projector are also

visible in the picture of the external configuration of the bottom

mounted electric field meter. Interrogation of the instrument is

possible from the support ship through the AMF acoustic link. Re lease
R

~.~
~

. -t\

will generally be commanded through this link.

There are two swivelS used in the unit when it is deployed with

its own mooring. The swivels are used so that the instrument might

be free to turn into the direction of the local current. The upper

swivel is pressure compensated and will be recovered with the instru-

ment. The lower swivel is packed with grease to exclude salt water. An

inexpensive swivel is used as it will be left behind, along with the

anchor, after the instrument releases from the bottom. The anchor is
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a simple concrete block. The weight of the,instrument~ includ~ng the,

anchor, will be 150 lb. heavy in water.

The buoyancy for the instrument will be provided by 16 inch glass

spheres. Each sphere supplies 48 pounds of buoyancy and has the

capabi Ii ty of being used to 20,000 feet. The spheres will be in-

dividually attached to the mooring cable separated by at least a one-

meter distance in order that if one of the spheres fails, sympathetic

explosion of the others will not occur.

A cut away view showing the internal structure of the bottom

mounted electric field meter is shown in Figure 14. Of principal

interest in this figure are the arm support b lock, water swi tch

housing, and dual end cap.

The arms of the instrument are supported by a 4 inch ~ong, 20

inch diameter, polypropylene cylinder. The supported length of the

arms of the unit is approximately 5 1/2 inches. ,The electrical seals

for the salt bridges are provided by O-rings. The arms are first

screwed into the polypropylene support, engaging the O-ring seals,

and then seçured in place by jam 'nuts. The salt bridge is continued

to the water switch housi,ng by semi-flexib le, 3/4 inch inside dia-

meter, tygon tubing.

The water switch housing is constructed out of 16 inch diareterj

3/16 inch thickj PVCcylindrical shell, The unit is oii filled and

is pressure compensated. The seal at the top of the water switch

housing is provided by an O-ring. The bottom of the unit contains

the pressure compensating membrane. This membrane also provides a

static seaL.
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support block

Wate r switch

housing

Dual end cap

Figure 14. Internal configuration of the bottom
mounted electric field meter
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The e lectronics for the instrument are housed in two 7 1/2 inch,

outside diameter, 7075- T6, aluminum tubes. The dual top endcap

connects the two cylinders electrically. Within the endcap there are

th'O 3/4 inch interconnections with the' electric sections. These

have been provided so that wires can pass freely between the two

electronic sections.

E. Specific Description of the Designed Bottom Electric Field Meter

I. Optimum Configuration of the Salt
Bridges and Cylinder Diameter

The potential in the vicinity of an insulating infinite circular

cylinder introduced into a previous ly uniform electrostatic field of

intensi ty E is given byo '
a2

cjr, e) = -E (1 + -)r cosea r2 (64)

where a is the radius of the cylinder (see Figure 15).

cp ( r , 8)

Figure 15. Circular cylinder - general
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Of interest to this report is the potential bctwecn two points

in this field of intensity Eo' Let ~i ånd $2 be two such points such

that

-ai 1 E
g-2

+ Eo r i cos e i (65)= - cos e 1
0 ri

2

-~2
:: E L coseZ + EorZcoseZ (66)0 rZ

then

a2 a2
CPz - cp = (E - cosei - E - coseZ) +lor 1 0 rZ

(Eari cosei + EoricoseiJ (67)

Two cases will now be looked at. First we will assume that cosei

= -cos eZ (See Figure' 16)

CP1( r1,81) :

81_ _l _ _ _ _

CP2(r2,82)
Figure 16. Circular cylinder - cosei = coseZ' ri :/ rZ
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Using the above assumption equation 67 then becomes

2 1 1) (4iz - 4i1 = Eoa cosei (ri+ rZ + Eocosei rZ + ri) (68)

where the desi red measurement is

EOcosei (rZ + ri) (69)

and the error that is introduced due to the cylinder is

i 1 '
E cosei(- + -)o ri rZ , (70)

Then the ratio

=

of the int roduced signal

E a2cos61(l: + 1: )o ri rZ
Eocosei (ri+rZ)

to the desired signal is

introduced
desired

(71)

or

introduced 2 1
=, a (-)desired r 1 rZ (72)

From the above result it can be noted that the ~agnitude of the

ratio is independent of the angle 6 and increases as the second power

of the radius of the cylinder a.

The second case to be considered asstues that ri = rZ and that

cos61 i coseZ (See Figure 17).

Using the above assumptions equation 67 then becomes

4i2 - 4i1
a2

= EOir (cosei - COS6Z) + Eor(cos61 - coS62) (73)

and the ratio of the

introduced
=desired

introduced signal to the

a2
Eor (COS6i - cos6Z)

Eor(cos61 - coS62)

desi red signal is

(74)
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( CP2(r ,82)

r

_ je1

CP1 (r,81)

Figure 17. Circular cylinder - cosai # cosai' ri = ri

or

introduced
=desired

a2

r2
(75)

The magnitude of the error is again independent ofa and varies

as the square of the radius of the cylinder and the inverse sq~are of

the ann length.

From the above calculations' it should then be noted that the

diameter of the cylindrical body of the instrument should be as

small as possib le and the distance between ~l and ~2 should be as

great as possible so that the introduced error be as small as pos-

sib le .

The controlling factor in the bottom mounted electric field

meter's cylindrical shell is the size of the housing for the lUdt's

water switch. The minimtu diameter needed for the chamber is 15

inches but with the housing included the diameter is extended to 17
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inches. In order that there be room for the frame assemb ly a

cylinder diameter of 20 inches has been chosen. When this value for

the diameter is substituted into equation 72 and 7S they become,

respecti ve ly

2
%error = ~(100) =

ri r2
69.4
ri r2 (76)

2
%error = ~(100) =

r2
69.4
r2

(77)

The configuration for the arms in the xy plane was chosen to

produce a length between ~l and ~2 of 12 feet and also to minimize

the problem of handling the unit during deployment and rec~very, as

well as maximize its ability to orient itself with bottom currents in

the vicinity of the unit (See Figure 18).

i
.'
i 4'~

12'

Lo X
i

I

l..
,

Figure 18. General arm configuration

then, equations 76 and 77 become, Tespectively
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(
%error 69.4=

(4) (8)
- 2.2!'ii (78)

%error . 69.4
= (8) (8)

::, 1. 1% (79)

Consideration has also been given to the placement of the

arms on the instrument in the vertical plane. Should they be

placed in the middle of the instrument or at the extremes, the top or

bottom of the instrument? Sanford (private communication) has ap-

proximated the case of a semi-infinite cylinder wi th a prolate spheroid

and has shown that it would be more advantageous to place the arms at

the top or bottom of the instrument. Ship board handling procedures

will be easiest with arms at the top of the instrument.

II. Design of the Salt Bridges

1) Arms

In the prototype electric field meter a tygon salt bridge was used,

tens of meters in length. A suitable replacement for this bridge had

to be found for the bottom mounted electric field meter. On the bottom

mounted instrument the salt bridges will have to withstand the rigors

of deployment and recovery as we'ii as the free fall to the bottom. ' In

order that the recorded signal be relatively free from errors the

length of the salt bridge must be on the order of 12 feet. Further

restrictions are that the arms be constructed from a non-metalic

material and that the inside diameter of the arms be on the order of

2 inches.

Different arm designs were considered all of which could be placed

into one of two different catagories; those that deployed after the
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uni t reached the bottom, and those that were already in place before

the unit was placed in the water. The latter catagory was chosen for

reliability and simplicity. Of specific interest then, because the

arms wi 11 be in place before deployment, are the forces that the arms

wi 11 encounter during the instrument's free fall to the ocean bottom.

The maximum drag forces on the ins trumentwi 11 be encountered

when tho unit roaches tcrmi.nal vcloci ty. Thereforc, the total drag

on the instrument must equal the weight in water of the unit.

weight in water = drag (anchor, instrument arms, instrument (80)
case, g lass floats)

An estimate of 1 meter/second for the terminal velocity will be

assumed for selection of drag coefficients and weight in -water will

be 150 pounds. Let the component parts of the instruent be as shown

in, Figure 19,

Then,

CD arms == .98

CD spheres == .5

CD cylinder == .9 .

CD anchor == 1. 2

The drag force is gi ven by

drag = 1/2PSy2CD (81)

Substitution into equations 80 and 81, and solving for the

terminal' ve loci ty Y, yie Id
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(
~ 16" OIA. SPHERES

ARMS 8' LONG
K-. OIA.-2.5"

~ 20" DIA. CYLINDER
LENGTH-5'

~ ANCHOR 2'x 2'x a"

Figure 19. Basic geometry of bottom mounted
electric field meter

v = 3. 12ft/see" = .95 M/sec (82)

Since insulating arms are required, plastics were considered.

Poly-vinyl chloride and polypropylene are readi ly availab le in

standard pipe sizes therefore an analysis was conducted to determine

the suitability of arms constructed from these materials. The

analysis consisted of determining the maximtu shear, bending moment~

deflection and stress of various pipe sizes in air and stationary on

the ocean bottom, as well as during the tmi t' 5 critical free fall to
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the bottom. The arm designs that were considered were one piece

construction, two piece construction, and multidiameter construction

(See Appendix B for detailed design of the arms).

One further constraint \Vas placed on the decision of what pipe

size should be used in the final design of the bottom motmted electric

field meter: the electrical resistance öf sea water. The impedance

of the salt bridge must be less than 5,000 ohms. A graph of resistancel

in ohms per centimeter, versus inside diameter of pipe, in inches, is

shown in Figure 20.

The final design for the salt bridges uses 2 inch PVC, Type IIl

Schedule 80, pipe. The PVC material was chosen instead of the poly-

Eroplyene because of its greater strength and impact resistance. A

single unsupported length of pipe \Vas selected; a single piece to

lower the replacement cost,' unsupported because supports could alter

the potential field in the vicinity of the instrument. (See Appendix

B) .

2) The Water Switch

The valve sWitching mechanism for the bottom electric field me-ter

was one of the earliest design problems encountered. The valve switch-

ing for the prototype instrument in which 1/4 inch surgical tubing was

pinched shut worked extremely welL. Since there were no major prob-

lems with this approach it was decided that further development of

this design would be a first course of action.

A test was conducted to determine how much force is needed to

close off the 1/4 inch inside diameter surgical tubing. The inner

surface of the tubing was coated with a thin film of si licon grease
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Figure 20. Resistance versus diameter of pipe
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to improve the electrical close off. The results of this test are

plotted as force in ounces, versus deflection of the inner diameter in

inches (See Figure 21). From the graph it can be seen that the force

required to close the tubes is approximate ly 22 ounces.

There are four s al t bridges needed for the bottom mounted elec-'

tric field meter and because of this there is the requirement that

either eight or sixteen tubes must be used, depending on whether

or not the offset wi 11 be recorded and later subtracted from the signal

or eliminated from the measurement by means of mechanical switching.

The later case is the desired one, if possible, but it is the one

that requires sixteen tubes. A simple analysis, described below~ was

çonducted to see if the sixteen tube method was practical.

I f the mechanical switching method is used, eight tubes must be

opened and eight tubes must be closed si lmul taneous ly. The tubes

can be modeled as springs, each with a spring constant K. If the

opened and closed tubes are connected in parallel, as depicted in

Figure .22, the equivalent K, K " assur~ng that all K's are equal,
eq

becomes

N

K = I:eq i=i K. = 8Ki . (83) ,

and the external force F required for a displacement ô from the base

line is given by

F = 16óK (84)
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----------- ..-.. -''------..

- r S-C

n
8k ----
8k

Figure 22. Spring analogy for tubes connected in parallel

If the opened and closed tubes are connected in series as shown

in Figure 23, the equivalent K, again assuri,ng that all K's are equal)

becomes

1 N 1
-K =.E. Ki=i -:eq i (85)

K . = 1/8K
eq (86)

It should be noted that the deflection must now be 8 times as, great

F = 2óK (87)

The displacement ó is from a partially closed position to complete

closure. The partial closure position was chosen to be .175 inches,
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(
/¿(/i/////'o '

o ,',,'
1/8 k

+-r-: 88
-~- -i:/

~o '""""'" """"

1/8 k

Figure 23. Spring analogy for tubes connected in series

therefore ó for this analysis is .0375 inches. The force required

to close the tube to .175 inches is 12 ounces; the force required

for electrical cut off is 22 ounces (See Figure 21) ~ The spring

constant K of the s~rgical tube is then

l\forceK = lideflection (22 - 12) oz.
- (.250 ~.175)in~ (88)

K = 133 oz. /in. (89)

Therefore, if the tubes are connected in parallel the force required

and throw T, become

F = (16) (.0375 in.) (l33?z.~ = 80 oz.
. in. (90)

T = (2) (.0375 in.) = .075 in. (91)

I f the tubes are connected in series
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F = (2) (.0375 in.) (133~z.) = 10 oz.in. (92)

T = (16) (.0375 in.) = .6 in.
(93)

From these results we can see that if the tubes are connected in

parallel the total throw is very small, but there is the hidden dis-

advantage that there is no guarantee that aii of the tubes wiii

close. If one tube has a slightly thicker wall thickness than the

other tubes it would close first and b lock the remaini,ng tubes from

closing. Therefore, the series connected approach was deemed to be

the superior method.

Another constraint, not present in the prototype bottom mounted

electric field meter, wi 11 now be added to the analysis. . The instru-

ment must be able to remain on the bottom of the ocean for at leaSt

a one month duration, completely self sufficient. Because of this

constraint a self locking mechanical switching network was desired.

Power should only be needed to switch the circuit and then be turned

off so that the power drain wi 11 be minimaL. The final design selected

is shown in Figure 24. Appendix. A contains the detailed mechanica~

analysis of this circuit.

The three parts of Figure 24 show the toggling action of the

water switch: A) shows the top row of tubes open and the bottom

row closed, B) depicts the intermediate position and C) shows the

top row of tubes closed and the bottom open. Each solenoid is

energized for approximate ly 100 mi lliseconds only during the swi tch-

ing operation. The switch is self locking due to the mechanical ad-

vantage obtained by the geometry of the linkage of the water switch.
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(See Appendix A).

The guides that the shuttle of the water switch travel on,. as
.

well as the spacers between the tubes, are constructed from rulon

so that fri ctional effects wi 11 be minimaL.

3) 1110 Electrode and Arm Mani folds

Pictures of the arm manifold and part of the electrode manifold

can be seen in Figure 25. In the electrode manifold the electrodes

are placed as close as possible to each other so that the temperature

and s alini ty differences between them are minimized. The minimal

spacing is critical in that a one degree centigrade temperature dif-

ference between a pair of electrodes wiii cause an offset volt,age of

about 350 microvolts between the electrodes; a salinity aifference

of one part per thousand in the water near each electrode causes a

voltage difference of about 500 microvolts.8 Thus, keeping the

electrodes in close proximity, immersed in approximately the same

water, reduces the offset potential between them.

The electrodes are connected to the electrode manifold by

Swage lock connections. This is ,.done in order that a seal be provided

between the sea water, within the electrode chambers, and the pres-

sure compensating fluid external to the manifold. All of the inter-

connections between the electrodes are completed inside of the manifold

instead of externally in order to obtain a compact design. The

schematic diagrams shown in Figure 26 A, B, and C depict how the

internal plumbing provides for the switching of the electrodes.

In the configuration shown in Figure 26A electrode 1 is looking

at point A and electrode 2 is looking at point B. If those switches
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electrode 1

A -" ). B

electrode' 2

electrode 1

A .. ~ B

electrode 2 '

arm
manifold

manifold

water switc~-l
I

electrode
manifold

I

\.water switch

Figure 26. Schematic diagram of valve switching

, , ,
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( that are closed then open, as shown in Figure 26B, and in like manner

those that are open close, electrode 1 will then be looking at Point B

and electrode 2 will now be looking at Point A. The water switch,

previous ly des cribed, provides the necess ary switching.

In Figure 26C the configuration depicted in Figures 26A and B

have been changed so that the reader may more easily decern the makeup

of the arm and electrode manifolds. The manifolds are interconnected

through the water switch by means of 1/4 inch, inside diameter tubing.

4) Electrodes

The electrodes for the bottom mounted electric field, meter are

basically the same as those used by von Arx in his first electric

(

fie ld' meter. They are patterned after A.S. Keston' s (1935) non-

polarizing silver-silver bromide electrode.9 The raw ingredients

for the present electrodes are silver rod, silver wire gauze, silver

chloride powder and silver oxide powder. A thick paste is prepared

from the silver chloride, silver oxide and distilled water. The

ratio of silver chloride to silver oxide is 9 to 1. The pastê is

then applied to the silver gauze. and fired at a temperature of 450°'(.

This firing bonds the silver metal and the silver chloride. The

, 1 . d . d d. h 10si ver oxi e is ecompose in t e process.

It is of interest to note that since von Arx i s first use of these

silver-silver ch lorine electrodes there have been no major innovations

to the electrodes. Recent ly, however, development of a replacement

electrode using field effect transistors is currently being initiated

(See Appendix C).
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III. Front End Electronics

The electronics for the bottom mounted electric field meter have

been, primarily, designed by ìvlr. Robert Drever of the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Insti tution. It is not intended here to give a complete

description of the complex electronics package but rather a brief

ùe§cl'ption sO thât the reäùêl will; in gêtlelâl, kttuw whät

becomes of the measured signaL. A b lock diagram of the front end

electronics is given in Figure 27.

The maximum sign al expe cted is :!200 mi crovol ts riding on top of

a maximum expected :!5 mi 11i volt offset (see point A on Figure 28). Due

tö the valve switching mechanism, which in actuality is a chopper, the

signal observed at point B appears as a modulated signaL., The signal

is then amplified by a double to single ended amplifier of high im-

pedance. The impedance of the arms of the bottom mounted electric

field will be on the order of 3KQ. , The mismatch between the arm of

each salt bridge will be less than 200Q.

After the signal is amplified it will be processed through a

bandpass filter, .0016 Hz to 50.0 Hz. This filter, in essence. is ,

a high pass filter and will allow the AC signal, data, to pass while

b locking the DC. offset potential. This signal can be observed at

point C. The signal is then processed by a voltage to frequency con-

verter. 0 to 1 KHz output corresponding to a 0-5 volt input (see

point Q). The up-down counter and shi ft register performs the

necessary integration of the signaL. The integrated signal is then

recorded on digital magnetic tape. The capacity of the recorder is

approximately 10.6 x 106 bits of information.
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PRE, AMP, (x1000)
DC TO 5 Hz
DOUBLE TO SINGLE

ENDED

D VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY
CONVERTER 0 TO 1 kHz
o TO - 5 V

VALVE CONTROL

C BAND PASS
FILTER

.0016 Hz - 50 Hz

UP- DOWN COUNTER
AND

SHIFT REGISTER

TAPE RECORDER

Figure 27. Front end electronics - block d~agram

..
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t
V :t 200 microvolts

OV

2Vs =400
microvolts

l 2Vs .4volts

Figure 28. Front end electronics - signals

OFFSET:t 5 millivolts

OV

ov
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( APPENDIX A

Detai led Design of the Water Swi tch

A detailed analysis of the mechanics and forces associated with

the water switch is given be low (See Figure 29) . Given eiand the

force needed to hold the tubes closed; it is desired to find out

what the throw of the solenoid must be and the force required to

activate the shuttle.

'A F.

......81
'"

F2

"

.. .. -3 -------- -
Throw

X1 '~
Figure 29. Schematic diagram of water switch

Taking moments about point A yie Ids

T = RVx

where

T = spring tension

x =
'(1/2)2 + (3/4)2 cos(ai+~)
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'where a2 is uniquely defined by ai.

Then, if T 1 and T 2 are assumed to be equal we have that

, sinai
F =cos ( a 1 + ai) 1

sinez
F

cos(a2+ai) 2

since

liF = F 1 - F2

it follows that

sinez

Fi
cos Ca2+qi)

liF- - sinei sine2
(cos(ai+cj)

- cas ce2+ai))

sinai

F2
cos(ei+cj)

t.F.. - sin62 s in a 1

(cos ( e2+cj) COS(61+cj))
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( 1ne spring tension T is then given by

sin 8 1T = F =
'(2/3) (13/16) 1/2COS(8i+4i) 1

sina2
F

(2/3) (13/16) 1/2COS(82+$) 2

therefore the force requi red to activate the shuttle is

fOrCê
sinei==T- F

(2/~) (13/16) 1/2cos (ai+.) 2

or

sinazF=T- ' F
(2/3) (13/16) l/Zcos (a1+.) 1

A simp le computer program waswri tten to help in the numerical

solution of the above equations.
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APPENDIX B

Detai led Design of the Arms

The basic analysis for the anns of the bottom mounted electric

field meter was done assuming a 12 foot unsupported arm. An example,

of the procedure used throughout the analysis, is included in the

one piece construction analysis; a 2 inch PVC Type II pipe is con-

sidered. Figure 30 depicts the three different designs that were

considered.

ONE PIECE CONSTRUCTION~~
To wotersw~

TWO PIECE CONSTRUCTION

J ,.OUTERARM

llNNER ARM
r,

To waterswitch -I.

MULTI DIAMETER CONSTRUCTION

J ~INNER ARM,

(I L
LOUTER ARM

Figure 30. Types of construction used
in the analysis of the anns
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(
(A) Analysis of 12 Foot Arms - One Piece Construction - No Support

PVC Schedule 80 (Type I I - High inpact)

Modulus of elasticity, = 3.5 X lOSpSI p7SoF

Tensile strength = 6,000 PSI

Compressive strength = 8,800 PSI

Flexural str~ngth = 111500 PSI

The physical dimensions of the pipe to be considered are:

Pipe size = 2 in

Weight/foot = .9084 Ibs.

Inside diameter = 1.939 in.

Outside diameter = 2.375 in 0

Length = 12 ft.

The maximum shear in air is then the per linear foot of the

pipe times its length.

Max. shear = WL

Max. shear = (.9084 Ib/ft) (12 ft) = 10.9 Ib

The maximum bending moment in air is then obtained by multi-

plying,the maximum shear by one nalf the length of the pipe.

WL2Max. bending moment = -i

Max. bending moment = (.9084 Ib/ft)(12 ft) 2. /2

Max. bending moment = 65.4 ft. Ib

Sin ce the radiu~ of gyration I is gi yen by

I (O.D. 4_I.D. 4) . 868 in 4= 7T 64 =

The maximum deflection in air is then
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Max. deflection WL4

= BE

Max. deflection =

(.9084if) (12 ft) 4

Ib
(8) (3.5XIO'\n2) (.868 in4)

Max. deflection = 13.4 in

and the maximum stress in air is then

MCMax. stress = T

M t ~5.4 ftoib) (2.375 in/2)ax. s ress =

.868 in4

Max. stress = 1,074 PSI

A similar analysis was done for the unit stationary in sea water

(the density of the sea water was assumed to be 64.15 1b's/ft3) and

for the units free fall to the bottom (the additional drag force

was computed using an assumed terminal velocity of 1 meter/sec).

The numerical results from these two analyses are

Stationary
In Water Free-Fall

Max. she ar = 3 Ibs 20 1bs

Max. bending moment = 18 ft Ibs 120 it 1bs

Max. deflection = 3.7 in. 2 ft.
Max. stress - 276 PSI 1970 PSI

Complete results for all of the pipe sizes considered are shown in

Figure 31.
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(B) Discussion of Results ~ One Piece Construction - No Support

Max. bending moment = (.9083 Ib/ft)(lt ft)2/2"

Max. bending moment = 65.4 ft.lb

Since the radi us of gyration I is gi ven by

I = 7T(O.D. 4_I.D. 4) = .868 in4
64

The m a: im um deflection in air is then

Max. deflection WL 1+

= BEl

( .9084 ~~) (12 ft) 1+

=

(8)(3.5XIOS Ib;)(.868 in4)in2 '
Max. deflection

Max. deflection = 13.4 in

and the maximum stress in air is then

Max. stress MC

= T

(65.4 ft.lb)(2.375 in/2)Max. stress =

.868 inl+

Max. stress = 1,874 PSI

It is found that the 1 in.,l 1/4 in., and 11/2 in.diameter,
polypropylene Schedule 80, pipe would fai 1 in shear as the instrument

free-fell to the bottom at 1 meter/sec. The 2 in. diameter pipe is

borderline. The only polypropylene pipe size suitable is the 3 in.

diameter pipe. If the arms were constructed out of PVC the 1 in. dia-

meter pipe would fai 1 in shear, the 1 1/4 in. pipe is borderline, and

the suitable diameters are 1 1/2 in., 2 in., 2 1/2 in. and 3 in.
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(
(C) Analysis of 12 Foot Aiis - Two Piece Construction - No Support

The outcr ann in this dcsign providcs the nceded strcnith, thc
"

inner aii provides the salt bridge. The following pipc sizcs wcrc

considcred in this analysis for the outcr core: polypropylcnc 2 in.

anJ 3 in., PVC 2 in., 2 1/2 in. and 3 in. '111c other pipe sizes

considered previous ly, are not considered here because they were

proven to fai 1. The general properties of the two inner tubings are

not considered except for their weight: the specifi~ gravity of

t)'gon is L 183, the specific gravity of polyethylene is .919. The.

inner cores are expected to be constrained in their movement by the

outer shell. The results of this analysis are given in Figure 32.

(D) Discussion of Results - Two Piece Construction - No Support

It was found that 3 in. polypropylene pipe and 2 in., 2 1/2 in.

and 3 in. PVC pipe with either the tygon or polyethylene inner cores

are suitable. The main difference between this analysis and the

previous analysis for one piece construction arms is the additional

weight of the tygon and polyethylene inner cores. A close examination

of the two analyses show that in' air there is a 2.7 lb. increase in

weight per arm if tygon is used and a 2.1 lb. increase if polyethy- f

lene is used. In water there is a .36 lb. increase in weight per

arm if tygon is used and a .25 lb. decrease in weight if polyethy-

lene is used.

(E) Analysis and Discussion of Multidiameter Arms

If a multidiameter arm is used the only combination of pipe sizes

that can be used, if a 1 in. inner core is used, is 3 in., 2 in. and
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(
1 1/4 in. This is the' only combination that can be used because of

the mismatch of outside to inside diameters of the other p~pe sizes.

If one takes a close look at this method of arm construction very

ii tt Ie is achieved over the two previous methods. Also, the weight

of the arm will be greater and the complexity of tho arm will have

increased.

(F) Analysis and Discussion of Shorter, or Supported Aiis

All of the above mentioned cases were considered using a 12

foot, unsupported, length of pipe. This is indeed the worst case.

It should be noted that if the arm is supported, or shortened, the

maximum shear, bending moment, and stress, as well as the deflection

of the arm, wi 11 vary in the following manner with the unsupported

length X.

1) The maximum shear wi 11 vary in a linear fashion \.¡i th X.

2) The maximum bending moment will vary as the square of X.

3) The maximum stress wi 11 vary as the square ,of X.

4) The maximum deflection wi 11
th

of X.vary as the 4 power
.

Since the maximum stress is the major design factor, it was'

calculated as a function of pipe size, material, and unsùpported

length. The results are shown in Figure 33.
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Material: Polyproplyene

unsupported length-FEET

12 11 10 9 8

1 F F F F F
11/4 F F F 8 5
11/2 F F B 5 5

2 B 5. 5 5 5
3 5 ' S 5 S S

, Material: Polyvynal Chloride Type IT

unsupported length - FEET

, 12 11 10 9 8

1 F F F F 5
11/4 F B S S S
11/2 B S 5 S S

2 S 5 5 S S
21/2 S S S S S

3 S S S S S
F-FAILS, B-BORDER LINE

S-SATISFACTORY

Figure 33. Results of analysis - shorter or supported arms
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( APPE:-DIX C

E leet rodcs

Current ly there is research underway at the Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Insti tution and Lincoln Laboratory to deve lop field-effect

transistors as a possible substitute for thc sil ver-sil vcr ch loride

electrodes presently in use in elcctric field mcters.

The FEr's in common use, and applicable to the possible substi-

tution, are metal oxide semi-conductors (MOS) and are made of silicon.

AMOS FET is constructed as indicated in Figure 34.

Gate
v/

Tsin~

'Drai n

b¿¿~
N+

substitute

conducting region

Figure 34. Field-effect transistor (MOS)

To do away with the metal electrode/sea water interface, it has '

been suggested by R. L. Koehler (personal communication) that the sea

Water make direct contact with the Si 02 layer. This is a field effect

measurement.
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FOOTNOTES

1Wolfgang Panofsky, and Melba Phillips. Classical Electricity

;id ~iagnetism.' (Reading. Mass.. Addison-Wesley Pub., Co.. 1955), ,
p. 108.

2Ì11.S. Longuet-Higgins. M.E. Stern and Ilenry Stomme1, "The
Electrical Field Induced by Ocean C~rrents and Waves. with Applica-
tions to the Method of Towed Electrodes," Papers in Physical Ocean-
ography and Meteorology, VoL. XIII, No.1, (Nov., 1954), p. 12.

3ibid.. p. 13.

4Wi lliam yon Arx. "An Electromagnetic Method for Measuring the

Ve loci ties of Ocean Currents From a Ship Underway," Papers in Physi-
cal Oceanography and Meteorology, VoL. XI, No.3, (Mar., 1950),
p~ 16.

5ibid., p. 16.

6Thomas Sanford. "Motionally Induced Electric and Magnetic

Fields in the Sea," Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol.- 76, No. 15,

(May 20, 1971), p. 3483.

7William yon Arx. An Introduction to Physical Oceanography,

(Reading. Mass., Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., 1962), p. 26i.

8Robert Drever and Thomas Sanford. "A Free-Fall Electromagnetic

Current Meter -Instrumentation," Pro'ceedings of the I.E. R.E. Conference
on Electronic Engineering in Ocean Technology, (London, 1970) i p.359.

9
yon Arx, An Introduction to Physical Oceanography, p. 275.

10Ibid. p. 275.
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